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Recent Developments

- “Blessed” GNOME Binding
- Gtk# / Gnome# Split
- Gtk# 2.10 and Gnome# 2.16
- Branch for 2.4/2.6/2.8
**Gtk# 2.10.0**

- Source ([ftp.gnome.org](ftp.gnome.org))
- Part of Platform bindings release
- New Technology Highlights
  - Printing
  - StatusIcon
  - PangoCairo
- Gnome# 2.16 in Desktop Release set
  - Mainly deprecations
Coming Soon

- Enhanced Ref Management
- GInterface Registration
  - Atk implementation
  - That tree thing everyone wants
- Data Binding
- Cleanup
- Documentation
- 2.18 releases
- “Native” Mac Support
Try It, You'll Like It

- All the cool kids use Gtk#
  - Banshee
  - F-spot
  - MonoDevelop
  - Beagle, iFolder, Tomboy...

- It's never been easier
  - Stetic/MD integration
  - Awesome Paco/Wade Packaging